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EXHIBIT A
SPECIAL REPORT: Lose 23 lbs of Belly Fat in 1 Month With This Diet Cleanse That Celebrities Use. Exclusive Offer for Readers.

This report was created by Women's Health to expose the truth behind a very weird diet

---

Note: Garcinia Cambogia Extract has sold out in most stores. As Of Tuesday, February 12, 2013 It's Still Available Online.

According to Dr Lindsey (The guest host on the popular Dr Oz show) Garcinia Cambogia Extract works in more than one way, "The first way is it goes in and causes the body to burn glucose, or sugar, and burn fat, mainly in the liver...The second way, the most important way, is it slows the release of sugar into the blood stream. So when you don't have sugar building up in the blood stream, you don't have fat building up because sugar turns to fat...When the two are combined together, you get this synergistic effect that basically burns and blocks and stops fat, but it also is natural and safe."

Well, we here at WomensHealth were a little skeptical of this Garcinia Cambogia Extract. Even after pouring though mountains of research. While I had an educated opinion, I still had no personal proof that the Garcinia Cambogia option was worth the time. So, with my editors blessing, I decided to go out and put the product to the test myself. What better way to find out the truth that to conduct my own study?

To get started, I volunteered to be the guinea pig. I applied online for a bottle of Miracle Garcinia Cambogia. Miracle Garcinia Cambogia is one of the most credible and trustworthy diet supplement suppliers on the market. It included a 100% Money Back Guarantee of the product and it did not try to fool me into agreeing to additional hidden offers. Another reason why I chose Miracle Garcinia Cambogia is because it is the most concentrated and purest Garcinia Cambogia on the market. This would give me the most accurate results for my test.
Here is what Miracle Garcinia Cambogia™ claimed on their website...

- In a study published in the journal *Lipids in Health & Disease*, subjects taking Garcinia Cambogia lost an average of 19.3 pounds in 28 days without diet or exercise.
- Miracle Garcinia Cambogia contains no stimulants.
- Garcinia Cambogia has been found to increase metabolism, boosting weight loss by more than 800%.
- Studies have shown a 39% reduction in cholesterol and an average 2 inch reduction in belly fat within 28 days.

Putting the Garcinia Cambogia to the Test

Miracle Garcinia Cambogia arrived within 4 days of having placed my order online.

The bottles I received held a month's worth of pills which worked out perfect as I was to follow the supplement routine for 9 weeks time and document my progress throughout

My 9 Week Test: Miracle Garcinia Cambogia

- Take two Miracle Garcinia Cambogia pill per day

**My Results**

**Week One**

After one week on the diet I was surprised at the dramatic results. My energy level was up, and I wasn't even hungry, an apparent side effect of the Garcinia Cambogia extract which curbs the appetite.

I honestly felt fantastic.

And I didn't even change anything about my daily routine. On day 7 I got on the scale and couldn't believe my eyes. I had lost 5 lbs. But I still wasn't convinced as they say you lose a lot of water at the beginning of any diet. I wanted to wait and see the results in the upcoming weeks. But it sure was looking up! I now weighed under 140 lbs for the first time in years!

**Week Three**

After three weeks, I started the week off with even more energy and was actually sleeping more soundly than before. I was no longer waking up during the night and tossing and turning because my body was actually able to relax (this is a result of getting rid of the toxins I think). Plus I still managed to lose another 7 lbs, putting me at an unbelievable 12 lbs of weight loss, in just 3 weeks.

I must admit that I'm starting to believe that this diet is more than just a gimmick.

**Week Four**

After 4 weeks all my doubts and skepticism had absolutely vanished! I am down, 2 full dress sizes, after losing another 9 lbs. And I still have a ton of energy. Quite often, around the third week of other diets, you tend to run out of steam. But with the Miracle Garcinia Cambogia my energy levels don't dip, but remain steady throughout the day. I no longer need that cat nap around 3pm in the afternoon! And I am even noticing that my stomach is digesting food so much better. No bloating or embarrassing gas after I eat.

As a mom of 3, I juggle work, kids, and all of life's other stresses on a daily basis. I've had extra weight on me ever since my first child, but no matter how hard I tried there was just never enough time to get out to the gym. A friend of mine bought me the Miracle Garcinia Cambogia - I couldn't believe it when I started dropping the weight! Thanks Miracle Garcinia Cambogia - You're a real life saver!

- **Kristy** San Francisco, CA

- **Jenna** Detroit, MI

--

Amazing this Miracle Garcinia Cambogia stuff is. I've had trouble with my weight since middle school, so you can imagine how desperate I was to finally look and feel as great as my friends seemed to every summer. I finally tried Miracle Garcinia Cambogia, and let me tell you, I will NEVER try another diet again! This stuff is incredible!

- **Jenna** Detroit, MI

As a mom of 3, I juggle work, kids, and all of life's other stresses on a daily basis. I've had extra weight on me ever since my first child, but no matter how hard I tried there was just never enough time to get out to the gym. A friend of mine bought me the Miracle Garcinia Cambogia - I couldn't believe it when I started dropping the weight! Thanks Miracle Garcinia Cambogia - You're a real life saver!

- **Kristy** San Francisco, CA

-
Week Five

After the Fifth week, my final results were shocking. I lost an unbelievable 23 lbs since starting the Garcinia Cambogia Extract diet! Actually everyone at WomensHealth is kicking themselves for not having volunteered to be the guinea pig. Using the Miracle Garcinia Cambogia in the last three weeks I lost 6 more lbs. But to be honest I really didn't have much more than that left to lose. And I am definitely going to continue taking the Miracle Garcinia Cambogia afterwards because it has so many antioxidants and vitamins that makes my skin look unbelievable. It even worked better than Green Coffee!

"I couldn't be any happier with the results.
I Lost 23 lbs in 5 Weeks, No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise"

Conclusion: Like us, here at WomensHealth, you might be a little doubtful about the effects of this diet, but you need to try it for yourself; the results are real. After conducting our own personal study we are pleased to see that people really are finding success with it (myself included). And you have nothing to lose. Follow the links to order your Miracle Garcinia Cambogia I have provided and know that you are getting a quality product that works; no strings attached!

Good Luck with your weight loss

- Helen Hasman

EDITOR'S NOTE: For a limited time, the Official Suppliers of Miracle Garcinia Cambogia™ have agreed to offer a Special Promotion to our readers. This comes with a 100% guarantee to lose weight or your money back.

Click Here To Receive Miracle Garcinia Cambogia™
Use this exclusive Link for FREE Shipping & Handling

LAST DAY: Due to high reader demand and dwindling supplies, this promotion will expire Wednesday, February 13, 2013

Would you like to share a consumer tip for next week? If so, please send us an email.
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Please remember to keep comments respectful. Abusive comments will not be tolerated, and will result in both the removal of the comment as well as a permanent ban to the user who posted it.
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EXHIBIT B

This report was created by Men's Life & Health to expose the truth behind a two new muscle building supplements.

Staff reporter Bryan Stevens investigates a weird muscle solution that is quickly gaining popularity around the world. Read his shocking findings to building incredible muscle mass in less than 1 month.

(ML&H) - For the past few months our readers have been going crazy over two new free products that celebrities have been using to lose fat and get ripped in less than a month. Celebrities like Will Ferrell, even in their older age, have lost a ton of body fat and added an insane amount of muscle using these two products.

These products are clinically proven to flush out the toxins in your body, melt away body fat and pack on tons of muscle. It's a deadly combo for getting insanely ripped. In this article, we'll tell you exactly why these products work and why they warrant a special report.

REVIEWED IN THIS ARTICLE

With this two products getting ripped has never been easier:

STEP 1
Elite Test 360.

Ripped Muscle X.

For limited time get a extra free bottle. Offer valid as of Wednesday, November 04, 2015.

We know that putting on muscle often feels like an impossible challenge. At Men's Life & Health, we've evaluated numerous fad muscle programs and it seems like everything is expensive and nothing really works. The reason why most programs fail is because they impose unrealistic restrictions on your daily life. Some tell you to eat tons of protein while others emphasize the importance of carbohydrates. In either case, you have to make drastic changes to your regular diet. In this special report, we take an in-depth look at a new and promising trend that we think is easy to use and yields real results.

"We are leaking their secret and teaching you how to get muscular celebrity bodies for free..."

The product we're talking about is Elite Test 360. You may have seen this supplement in the news or on TV as the completely safe and powerful "secret" used by celebrities and body builders around the world. Today, we are leaking their secret and teaching you how to get muscular celebrity bodies for free. In this special report, you'll learn about these two promising new products, Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X.
These celebrities use muscle supplements like Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X to lose excess body fat while gaining Action Star muscle.

Elite Test 360’s high anti-oxidant content and powerful strength gaining properties make it a muscle-building machine. If you're feeling skeptical right now, you're not alone. When we first learned about this fat-burning/muscle-building combo our fad radar went off right away.

Despite our doubts about Elite Test 360, the countless success stories reported worldwide made us take a second look at this trend. What particularly interested us was the fact that these people saw results without having to significantly change their lifestyles or eating habits. Combine Elite Test 360 with Ripped Muscle X and you've created an automatic muscle building machine.

Will Ferrell reportedly lost 18 lbs of fat and gained 20 lbs of muscle in just 3 weeks with Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X.

"I couldn't believe how easy it was. I didn't have to change my diet or my daily routine at all. The fat melted off like butter while adding huge muscle."
-Will Ferrell

At Men's Life & Health, we decided to try the Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X diet for ourselves. For the test, I wanted to be the guinea pig because I was training to be in a fitness competition and needed to slim down and gain many lbs of
muscle. To try out the Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X I decided to get a order of Elite Test 360. Although there are many muscle supplement offers available, I chose this site because they are one of the most credible and trustworthy suppliers on the market. While most Elite Test 360 products use lower concentrations of the strength gaining extract, this supplier has one of the concentrated and purest products on the market. Everyone at Men's Life & Health agreed that this product would give me the best results for my test.

The bottle of Elite Test 360 was delivered in a few days from ordering and with surprisingly inexpensive shipping. Elite Test 360 is one of the most concentrated and purest muscle building products on the market. It was our shared opinion that this would give me the most accurate results for my test.

**Elite Test 360 has been clinically proven to:**

(This is the first step in the process. This one is the hemo-dilator that builds lean muscle. It's completely legal, safe, and has none of the bad steroid-like side effects.)

- Enhance athletic performance and strength
- Pump more blood into muscles by expanding veins and capillaries
- Deliver nutrients to muscles at a faster rate, which quickly builds lean, solid mass
- Give muscles more definition and size
- Have positive sexual side effects (I'm not even kidding, my favorite muscle seems bigger too. Probably from the expanded blood vessels)

Although we were pretty skeptical, we wanted to find out for ourselves if the supplements could do everything it claimed. Most of the success stories we heard about combined Max Robust with an additional amino acid supplement to achieve maximum muscle goals. The idea is that the Ripped Muscle X will help you lose most of the weight and gain energy while the amino acid supplement will take off the hard to lose fat and allow your body to burn calories more efficiently. After further research, we chose to test Ripped Muscle X as our secondary supplement.
**Ripped Muscle X has been clinically proven to:**

(This is the fat burner and detoxifier. Now this is the key! Taking Elite Test 360 in the morning and Ripped Muscle X later on really sped up my shred.)

- Increase the number of calories burned
- Fights free radical damage to muscles
- Have higher antioxidant levels than pomegranates and blueberries
- Increase energy and fight fatigue
- Burn calories even at rest
- Get rid of bloated "puffy" look
- Boost metabolism
- Clean out/detox colon which leads to serious weight loss and increase energy
- Help give muscles shape and definition

Both Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X arrived within 4 days of having placed my order online for the exclusive offer and were inexpensive to ship. To test out the product, I took one Elite Test 360 pill every morning and one Ripped Muscle X pill every evening for 4 weeks.

1. Take one Elite Test 360 pill per day (in the morning)
2. Take one Ripped Muscle X pill per day (in the evening)

These Were My Results - 15 lbs of Muscle In Just 1 Month

**✓ Week One**

After 1 week on the new routine, I was surprised by how fast and dramatic the effects were. My energy level was up and I wasn't as hungry as I usually was. This is a welcomed side effect of Elite Test 360 and its power to curb appetite. I honestly felt fantastic and best of all, I didn't have to change anything about my daily routine.

On Day 7, I got on the scale (this new digital scale that measures fat and muscle composition) and couldn't believe my eyes—I had gained 3 lbs in muscle mass. But still I wasn't completely convinced. They say that in the beginning of some muscle programs, you lose a lot of water weight and gain a lot of muscle. I wanted to see if I would still gain this much muscle in the upcoming weeks. But it sure was looking up! I now weighed under 13 stones for the first time in years!

**✓ Week Two**
After 2 weeks of using both supplements I had more energy and was sleeping more soundly than ever. I wasn't waking up in the middle of the night or tossing and turning because my body was able to relax (a result of the supplements' detoxifying properties, I think). I also managed to lose another 7 lbs of fat, putting me at an unbelievable 150 lbs in just 2 weeks. I could also feel a 6-pack coming through, which my girlfriend loved. Hell yeah!

At this point I started to put more faith in these muscle products as more than just a gimmick.

Week Three

After 3 weeks, all my doubts and skepticisms had vanished! I had gained 12.5 lbs of pure muscle and had lost 8 lbs of fat. All the fat on the sides of my stomach were completely gone. My stomach was so defined I finally had a 6-pack! These products are just amazing. I lost a ton of fat and the muscle gains are UNREAL.

I still had a lot of energy as well. Usually around the third week of other diets you tend to run out of steam. But with Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X my energy levels didn't dip. Instead, they remained steady throughout the day! I even noticed that my stomach was digesting food better, no bloating or embarrassing gas after I ate.

Week Four

After the fourth week, I was completely shocked by my final results. I gained an unbelievable 16 lbs of muscle mass since starting the Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X routine! Everyone at Men's Life & Health wants to try the diet now. In week 4 I lost 7 more lbs of fat on top of the 16 lbs of muscle I had gained. I was ready and confident for the fitness competition. I am definitely going to continue taking Elite Test 360 because it produces consistent, amazing results and has so many other muscle building compounds which help with muscle memory and maintaining mass.

Bryan's Actual Pictures
"I couldn't be any happier with the results. I gained 16 lbs of muscle in 4 weeks. No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise."

In conclusion, if you want to lose fat and gain muscle mass but are doubtful about the effects of this routine, you need to try it for yourself. From my own experiment for Men's Life & Health, we can tell you that the results are real. We at Men's Life & Health had our own doubts initially, but we were quickly turned into believers. After conducting our own studies, we are also pleased to see that people are really finding success with this diet.

You can reach your weight loss goals with the Elite Test 360 and Ripped Muscle X combo diet.

IMPORTANT: *We have tested both products together, so It is important that you use Step 1 and Step 2 in this method to achieve similar results.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER FOR OUR READERS ONLY!

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST (free bottles limited)
As of Wednesday, November 04, 2015, there are still free bottles available. Act Fast!

**STEP 1:**

Free Bottle Today

Use our exclusive link to receive FREE bottles today only!

**STEP 2:**

Free Bottle Today

Use our exclusive link to receive FREE bottles today only!

**REMEMBER TO USE BOTH PRODUCTS FOR EXTREME RESULTS**

**COMMENTS**

Leave your comment

Name

Email
EXHIBIT C
Celebrities And Actresses Defy Their Age Using This Trick
Jennifer Aniston Shares Her Story

By The Editors

Finally, they were outed after dropping a bottle "Bellalabs" at the airport yesterday. A famous "Celebrity" caught them cheating with an internet product that is helping women everywhere look younger super fast. Over and over women are saying their sex life is better, they look and feel better, and their self confidence is higher than ever before. It has been featured on many popular TV shows, like Rachael Ray and Dr. Oz.
At 45, Jennifer Aniston is looking better than ever. She looks even more radiant and youthful than she did when she was years younger and after getting a new hair-do! Many have tried to discover her secret: Is it botox, face lifts, or just good lighting? Thought to be because of expensive botox and plastic surgery, Jennifer’s remarkably youthful appearance is actually the result of 2 very unique ingredients. Vitamin C and Hyaluronic Acid. The combined use of both these ingredients has been clinically proven to not only smooth wrinkles but add youthful colour to your skin.

“Dr. Oz Calls It - The Miracle Anti-Aging Breakthrough - Because It Works!”

Brenda Wright, a 53 year-old mother of three from USA is a perfect example of how a little smart-thinking and ingenuity can help you avoid unnecessary health risks and save you thousands of dollars in doctors’ bills.
Like most women, Brenda didn’t have the extra cash to try out every celebrity-endorsed anti-aging “miracle cream” out there, let alone splurge on expensive elective medical procedures, like plastic surgery or facelifts.

Before trying this simple trick, she admits she used to spend almost an hour every day on an extensive skincare regimen consisting of over 6 different products, with seriously disappointing results. Each product made big claims promising to erase wrinkles and return her youthful skin; and while Brenda followed all their usage instructions to the letter, she saw no real results.

Frustrated and let down, she considered going so far as to take out a substantial loan for Botox injections, and even contemplated a highly risky and very expensive facelift procedure. But the high cost (ranging anywhere from $5000 - $20,000+) and the horror stories of unfixable botched procedures convinced her that cosmetic treatments were not the solution she was looking for. She was determined to find a safe and affordable anti-aging solution that would give her real results and not leave her digging her way out of a huge financial debt.

Brenda's Solution:

After a year of doing thorough research and speaking to other women about their own skincare habits, she learned of the two products mentioned above that were yielding real results and helping women take years off their skin: Bellalabs and La Creme.

While each of these products were proven to be effective individually, one night, Brenda made an accidental discovery that would revolutionize the whole skincare industry: she combined them.

After only a few days of using both products together in her daily skin routine, she saw noticeable results in the mirror. After just two weeks of using Bellalabs and La Creme. combined, the proof was staring her right in the face: this was giving her real results.

Using the two products together, Brenda's results were noticeably better than what you'd find at medi-spas for $3,000 or more. This combination removed virtually 90% of all her wrinkles and problem areas. It tightened her face and neck, removing all signs of sagging, aging, and dehydrated skin. Brenda was able to see these dramatic anti-aging results simply by using free samples of both products for only 14 days.
Her friends, husband, and family were all shocked. They were convinced she'd been secretly getting Botox, because her skin looked 20 years younger almost overnight!

Brenda is now one of hundreds of women that share the same incredible story. Using this method, she effectively erased 20+ years from her skin. It's changed her life and completely astonished everyone around her, even total strangers!

How does it Work?

Through her research, Brenda discovered that the real secret to cell revival and skin rejuvenation are two key ingredients:

1. **Vitamin C**
2. **Hyaluronic Acid**

These are both natural ingredients that work together to erase wrinkles and fine lines at the cellular level – below the surface of the skin – which is why they're so effective.

**Vitamin C** is the key to maintaining healthy, youthful skin. It’s a powerful antioxidant that slows the rate of free-radical damage, which causes skin’s dryness, fine lines, and wrinkles. It helps combat and even reverse time’s effect on your skin, because it produces collagen – a protein which makes skin appear plump and firm. Taking Vitamin C orally is up to **20 times more effective** than applying it on skin.

Dr. Oz calls Vitamin C “the secret to cheat your age”.

**Hyaluronic Acid** works by binding to moisture. It can hold up to 1,000 times its weight in water, making it an excellent natural skin plumper. Hyaluronic acid helps your skin repair and regenerate itself after suffering from dryness, environmental stresses, or irritation.

Celebrities around the world like Cindy Crawford, Jennifer Aniston, and Kelly Ripa have all admitted to using Bellalabs and La Creme to maintain their youthful glow.
Celebs have been raving about Bellalabs and La Creme. They confess that it’s the secret to their youthful skin.

Dr. Richard Peters, a prominent dermatologist based in Beverly Hills, California, revealed to us that using Bellalabs and La Creme together is the celebrity secret to youthful skin because both products contain the purest and most powerful forms of Vitamin C and Hyaluronic Acid. Best of all the products are all-natural, perfectly safe for all skin types, and have no nasty side effects.

“What Vitamin C & Hyaluronic Acid do is get rid of all the old, dead layers of skin and help your skin generate fresh new ones. Our tests show that you can erase almost 20 to 30 years off your face in less than 14 days. But the key is to choose the right product that contains the highest and purest quality ingredients, since they’re not all the same.” - Dr. Oz

Brenda's Story & 14 Day Cell Revival Results:
Before and after picture of Brenda Davis. The picture on the right was taken after only 14 days of using Bellalabs and La Creme.

"How do I do it?"

"The trick is to combine Bellalabs and La Creme. These two products both contain high concentrations of pure Vitamin C and Hyaluronic Acid in just the right concentrations. I also discovered that they contain all sorts of anti-oxidants, an ingredient called Dermaxyl (also known as facelift in a jar) and Ester-C (the active anti-aging compound in Vitamin C). The instructions were easy to follow but very specific: they're important to follow precisely because it does make a visible difference. Step 1 is applying a light coat of Bellalabs on your face and neck after washing and drying your face in the evening. Step 2 is applying La Creme in the same fashion but in the morning when you wake up. I saw results almost overnight, but after 14 days, the results were literally shocking. I looked how I used to look 20 years ago!" - Brenda

**DAY 1**

After the first day of using Bellalabs and La Creme together, I was surprised at how wonderful they both made my skin feel. It felt like every last pore on my face was being tightened and pulled by a gigantic vacuum cleaner.

I don’t know how else to describe it! I could feel a warm tingling sensation on my cheeks, around my eyes, and on my forehead. I looked in
the mirror and saw that my face looked a bit rosy - the result of revitalizing blood rushing to the surface of my skin to renew my face. After both products were absorbed into my skin, my face looked firmer and had a beautiful glow to it.

DAY 5

After five days of using Bellalabs and La Creme, I was shocked at the drastic results.

The lines, dark spots, and wrinkles - without question - were visibly reduced in size right before my eyes!

I was astonished by the results, and literally felt 20 years younger again. It was like watching all my wrinkles and fine lines vanish right off!

DAY 14

After 14 days, not only had all my doubts and scepticism absolutely vanished - SO DID MY WRINKLES!

The lines on my forehead, the loose, sagging skin on my neck, my crow’s feet - even the age spots on my face had COMPLETELY disappeared. I’ve never felt or seen anything tighten my skin with this kind of force before, no matter how expensive the product!

After the 2 weeks, my skin not only stayed that way, it actually improved every day until it became as beautiful and radiant as it was 20 years ago. By this point, all my friends and family were shocked!

Will This Work For You?

There are plenty of skincare gimmicks out there, and most of them are ridiculously expensive. With so many options it’s only natural for you to be skeptical about the results, and so I challenge you to do what I did: try it for yourself! Conduct your own study and see the incredible results in your mirror at home. You won’t believe YOUR before and after!
Once you’ve experienced this anti-aging skin savior for yourself, please leave your comments below and share your success story with others, like Brenda did. Document the progression and prove to the world that you don’t need to spend thousands of dollars to LOOK AND FEEL GREAT.

**Remember, you need to use both Bellalabs and La Creme in combination for best results.**

For your convenience, I have provided the links that Brenda used to sign up for her **Free Trials** of both Bellalabs and La Creme. Use the links below and you will get the lowest possible shipping price as well.

Remember, to get the BEST results you will want to try BOTH products together. Both creams come with a 100% satisfaction guarantee or full money back. With the discounted shipping costs you will be on your way to smooth skin for under $2. But hurry, these incredible free trials won’t last forever.

Good luck with your beauty - Cosmopolitan

---

**LIMITED TIME OFFER FOR OUR READERS**

(After Tuesday, January 6, 2015 free trials will no longer be available**)

Note: Brenda used both Bellalabs and La Creme to erase her wrinkles, we suggest to use both products together to get the best results possible.

**Update:** Only 6 Trials Still Available. Free Trial Promotion Ends: Tuesday, January 6, 2015

---

Receive a **Free 30-Day Supply Of Bellalabs**
Use our "Exclusive" link and you pay $4.95 shipping!

Receive a Free 30-Day Supply Of La Creme

Use our "Exclusive" link and you pay $4.95 shipping!
EXHIBIT D
Everyday With Paula

Today's Diet Tip: How Paula Dropped 30lbs in 4 Weeks

As part of a new series: "Diet Tips with Paula" we examine consumer tips for dieting during a recession.

Note: Raspberry Ketone Extract has sold out in most stores. As Of Wednesday, April 16, 2014 It's Still Available Online.

(Everyday With Paula) – Raspberry Ketone Extract is the latest buzz in the "battle of the bulge". With millions of people praising this so called "miracle pill" that you take as a supplement to lose weight, it has been getting a lot of attention since it was recently featured on The Dr. Oz Show. Surprisingly, many people who struggle daily with their weight have yet to hear about this powerful option. Those that have heard of the Raspberry Ketone diet are confused about what it is, how to use it and how to avoid falling for ineffective formulas and downright scams.

According to Dr Lindsey (The guest host on the popular Dr Oz show) Raspberry Ketone Extract works best when you combine it with a Colon Cleanser, "The first step is it goes in and causes the body to burn glucose, or sugar, and burn fat, mainly in the liver. The second step, the most important part, is it slows the release of sugar into the blood stream. So when you don't have sugar building up in the blood stream, you don't have fat building up because sugar turns to fat...When the two products are combined together, you get this synergistic effect that basically burns and blocks and stops fat, but it also is natural and safe."

Well, we here at "Everyday With Paula" were a little skeptical of this Raspberry Ketone Extract. Even after pouring though mountains of research. While I had an educated opinion, I still had no personal proof that the Raspberry Ketone option was worth the time. So, with my editors blessing, I decided to go out and put the products to the test myself. What better way to find out the truth that to conduct my own study?

To get started, I volunteered to be the guinea pig. I applied online for a bottle of Flawless Raspberry Ketone. Flawless Raspberry Ketone is one of the most credible and trustworthy Ketone supplement suppliers on the market. As for the cleanser, I applied for Green Coffee Program. Both suppliers included a trial of the products and they did not try to fool me into agreeing to additional hidden offers. Another reason why I chose Flawless Raspberry Ketone is because it is the most concentrated and purest Ketone Extract on the market. This would give me the most accurate results for my test.

Paula recently put the Ketone Diet to the test. And the results were surprising:

"I lost 30lbs in 4 weeks with No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise!"

The benefits of the Ketone beat all of our initial skepticism. We found the diet not only helped with weight loss and getting rid of belly fat, but it seemed to boost energy levels, and also helped Paula sleep better and to wake-up more rested.

She also shares her steps on how she got 50% off!

Step 1
First order Flawless Raspberry Ketone
Get $2.99 Shipping by Clicking Here

Step 2
Then order Green Coffee Program
Get $1.95 Shipping by Clicking Here

FREE Trial Promotions Valid Till:
Wednesday, April 16, 2014

Research:

How Ketones Burn Fat

Ketones are known to regulate...
“Ketone: The Holy Grail of Weight Loss” – Dr. Oz(1)

Here is what Flawless Raspberry Ketone™ claimed on their website...

- In a study published in the journal *Lipids in Health & Disease*, subjects taking Ketone lost an average of **12.3 pounds in 28 days** without diet or exercise.
- Flawless Raspberry Ketone contains no stimulants.
- Ketone has been found to increase metabolism, boosting weight loss by more than 800%.
- Studies have shown a 39% reduction in cholesterol and an **average 2 inch reduction in belly fat within 28 days**.

We were pretty skeptical, but wanted to find out for ourselves if this product could actually do everything that it claimed.

**Putting the Ketone to the Test**

Flawless Raspberry Ketone arrived within 4 days of having placed my order online for the trial.

The bottles I received held a month's worth of pills which worked out perfect as I was to follow the supplement routine for 4 weeks time and document my progress throughout.

**My 4 Week Test: Flawless Raspberry Ketone + Green Coffee Program**

- Take one Flawless Raspberry Ketone pill per day (in the morning)
- Take one Gren Coffee pill per day (in the evening)

**My Results**

**Week One**

After one week on the diet using Raspberry Ketone Extract I was surprised at the dramatic results. My energy level was up, and I wasn’t even hungry, an apparent side effect of the Raspberry Ketone Extract which curbs the appetite.

I honestly felt fantastic.

And I didn’t even change anything about my daily routine. On day 7 I got on the scale and couldn’t believe my eyes. I had lost 9 lbs. But I still wasn’t convinced as they say you lose a lot of water at the beginning of any diet. I wanted to wait and see the results in the upcoming weeks. But it sure was looking up! I now weighed under 150 lbs for the first time in awhile!

**Week Two**

After two weeks of using Raspberry Ketone Extract, I started the week off with even more energy and was actually sleeping more soundly than before. I was no longer waking up during the night and tossing and turning because my body was actually able to relax (this is a result of getting rid of adiponectin, a hormone that causes your body to boost metabolism. In turn, the fat within your cells gets broken up more effectively, helping your body burn fat faster and more efficiently.

---

"Adiponectin is a hormone that plays a critical role in regulating insulin sensitivity and fat metabolism. When adiponectin levels are low, the body becomes resistant to insulin, which can lead to the accumulation of fat in the belly. Maintaining healthy adiponectin levels is crucial for optimal weight management and overall health."

---

**Network Reviews:**

- CBS News
  "According to a new study, people who took a daily dose of Ketone lost about 10 percent of their body weight."

- MSNBC
  "Subjects lost an average of 17 lbs. each, this was 10.5% of their overall body weight...Ketoneblocks fat but is also natural and safe."

- ABC News
  "Scientific research on Ketone has evidence that this natural supplement can lead to significant weight loss without modifying exercise or diet."

---

Success Story of the Month:

- Brianna Moldova
  "Best trick ever. It's really clever to combine Flawless Raspberry Ketone with a colon cleanse. Thanks, you made my life easier!"
  Posted 1 hour ago

- Nicole Goodwin
  "I have lost 20 lbs thanks to you. It's so nice knowing they come with a trial option!"
  Posted 4 hour ago

- Katie Angelina
  "Yay! Flawless Raspberry Ketone has made me look way better. I have lost more than 10 lbs already. Amazing!"
  Posted 7 hour ago

---

http://dietjunky.com/usa/
of the toxins I think). Plus I still managed to lose another 7 lbs, putting me at an unbelievable 16 lbs of weight loss, in just 2 weeks.

I must admit that I’m starting to believe that this diet is more than just a gimmick.

### Week Three

After 3 weeks all my doubts and skepticism had absolutely vanished! I am down, 2 full dress sizes, after losing another 6 lbs. And I still have a ton of energy. Quite often, around the third week of other diets, you tend to run out of steam. But with the Raspberry Ketone Extract, my energy levels don’t dip, but remain steady throughout the day. I no longer need that cat nap around 3pm in the afternoon! And I am even noticing that my stomach is digesting food so much better. No bloating or embarrassing gas after I eat!

### Week Four

After the fourth week, my final results were shocking. I lost an unbelievable 30 lbs since starting the Raspberry Ketone Extract diet! Actually everyone at “Everyday With Paula” is kicking themselves for not having volunteered to be the guinea pig. Using the Flawless Raspberry Ketone in week 4 I lost 5 more lbs. But to be honest I really didn’t have much more than that left to lose. And I am definitely going to continue taking the Flawless Raspberry Ketone afterwards because it has so many antioxidants and vitamins that makes my skin look unbelievable.

“I couldn’t be any happier with the results.
I Lost 30 lbs in 4 Weeks, No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise”

---

**Conclusion:** Like us, here at “Everyday With Paula”, you might be a little doubtful about the effects of this diet, but you need to try it for yourself; the results are real. After conducting our own personal study we are pleased to see that people really are finding success with it (myself included 😊). And you have nothing to lose. To order your trials, follow the links I have provided and know that you are getting a quality product that works; no strings attached!

Good Luck with your weight loss

- Paula

---

**EDITOR’S NOTE:** For a limited time, the Official Suppliers of Flawless Raspberry Ketone™ and Green Coffee Program™ have agreed to offer a Free Trial to our readers. Flawless Raspberry Ketone comes with a 100% guarantee to lose weight or your money back.

✔️ **Click Here To Receive a Bottle Of Flawless Raspberry Ketone™**
YOU PAY ONLY FOR SHIPPING! Just $4.95 For A Limited Time

✔️ **Click Here To Receive a Bottle Of Green Coffee Program™**
YOU PAY ONLY FOR SHIPPING! Just $4.95 For A Limited Time
(use coupon code: "GetSlim2013")

**LAST DAY:** Due to high reader demand and dwindling supplies, Free Trials Expire on:
Wednesday, April 16, 2014
EXHIBIT E
FLAWLESS SKIN in 14 days
Get Flawless skin using this weird old tip
Get the tip NOW

healthy consumer living
EXHIBIT F
Grandma Looks 35

Grandma discovered simple
Easy trick for removing 42% of
the face wrinkles.

Read More »

"I lost 17 years of wrinkles using this EASY trick"
SPECIAL REPORT: JASON STATHAM CAUGHT USING. BUT IS THIS CHEATING - HOW DOES HE GET "JACKED" SO FAST?

This report was created by Men's Health to reveal the truth behind celebrities putting on muscle.
Staff reporter Richard Mason investigates a new muscle solution that is quickly gaining popularity among Hollywood trainers and their clientele.

(MH) - Jason Statham's recent appearance on The Tonight Show With Jimmy Fallon was filled with a lot of publicity and promotion for the new Furious 7 movie. Unexpectedly Jimmy Fallon had ask Jason about his training regimen and his supplement use. He asked how Jason got so "rippped" after putting on so much weight before the movie. Jason Statham's weight gain came the same way it does for most of us: a few too many beers and a couple of extra servings, compounded over time.

"I take supplements loaded with anti-oxidents like Ripped Muscle X and Elite Test 360" Statham says. "It grows my muscles and gives me energy to burn fat all day."

The first part of the combo is a muscle builder and the second is a fat burner: a deadly combo for getting insanely ripped. The two supplements are clinically proven to add significant amounts of muscle and melt away body fat without harming your immune system. Further to this, both supplements have been re-formulated in 2014 to include a variety of ingredients to promote better health along with muscle gains (spirulina & wheatgrass extract for example).

We know that putting on muscle often feels like an impossible challenge. At Men's Health, we've evaluated numerous fad muscle programs and it seems like everything is expensive and nothing really works. The reason why most programs fail is because they impose unrealistic restrictions on your daily life. Some tell you to eat tons of protein while others emphasize the importance of carbohydrates. In either case, you have to make drastic changes to your regular diet. In this special report, we take an in-depth look at a new and promising trend that we think is easy to use and yields real results.
Trainers call this new supplement stack "nature's steroid alternatives" which let you build muscle while you burn fat...

You may have seen Ripped Muscle X in the news or on TV as the completely safe and powerful "secret" used by celebrities and body builders around the world. Today, we are leaking their secret and teaching you how to get muscular celebrity bodies for free. In this special report, you'll learn about these two promising new products, Ripped Muscle X and Elite Test 360.

HOLLYWOOD ELITE USE MUSCLE SUPPLEMENTS LIKE RIPPED MUSCLE X AND ELITE TEST 360 TO LOSE EXCESS BODY FAT WHILE GAINING MUSCLE.

Ripped Muscle X's high anti-oxidant content and powerful strength gaining properties make it a muscle-building machine. If you're feeling skeptical right now, you're not alone. When we first learned about this fat-burning/muscle-building combo our fad radar went off right away.

Despite our doubts about Ripped Muscle X, the countless success stories reported worldwide made us take a second look at this trend. What particularly interested us was the fact that these people saw results without having to significantly change their lifestyles or eating habits. Combine Ripped Muscle X...
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with Elite Test 360 and you've created an automatic muscle building machine.

Jack Evans from Los Angeles reported that he lost 8 lbs fat and gained 20 lbs of muscle in just 5 weeks using only the Ripped Muscle X and Elite Test 360 muscle building stack.

On his blog he wrote:

"I couldn't believe how easy it was. I didn't have to change my diet or my daily routine at all. I just took two pills a day and the fat melted off like butter and I literally got shredded. I now have muscles that I didn't even know existed. I even have a 6-pack now, which is the best part. The girls love it"

Ripped Muscle X and Elite Test 360 have been featured in ESPN magazine highlighting olympic athletes performance and muscle gains.

At Men's Health, we decided to try the Ripped Muscle X and Elite Test 360 diet for ourselves. For the test, I wanted to be the guinea pig because I was training to be in a fitness competition and needed to slim down and gain many lbs of muscle. To try out the Ripped Muscle X and Elite Test 360 diet I decided to get a free trial of Ripped Muscle X. Although there are many muscle supplement offers available, I chose this site because they are one of the most credible and trustworthy suppliers on the market. While most products use lower concentrations of the strength gaining extract, this supplier has one of the concentrated and purest products on the market. Everyone at Men's Health agreed that this product would give me the best results for my test.

The free trial bottle of Ripped Muscle X was delivered in a few days from ordering and with surprisingly inexpensive shipping. Ripped Muscle X is one of the most concentrated and purest muscle building products on the market. It was our shared opinion that this would give me the most accurate results for my test.

Ripped Muscle X Has been clinically proven to:
Although we were pretty skeptical, we wanted to find out for ourselves if the supplements could do everything it claimed. Most of the success stories we heard about combined Ripped Muscle X with an additional amino acid supplement to achieve maximum muscle goals. The idea is that Ripped Muscle X will help you lose most of the weight and gain energy while the amino acid supplement will take off the hard to lose fat and allow your body to burn calories more efficiently. After further research, we chose to test Elite Test 360 as our secondary supplement.

Elite Test 360 Has been clinically proven to:

- Enhance athletic performance and strength
- Pump more blood into muscles by expanding veins and capillaries
- Deliver nutrients to muscles at a faster rate, which quickly builds lean, solid mass
- Give muscles more definition and size
- Have positive sexual side effects (I'm not even kidding, my favorite muscle seems bigger too. Probably from the expanded blood vessels)

Both Ripped Muscle X and Elite Test 360 arrived within 4 days of having placed my order online for the free trials and were inexpensive to ship. To test out the product, I took one Ripped Muscle X pill every morning and one Elite Test 360 pill every evening for 4 weeks.

1. Take one Ripped Muscle X pill per day (in the morning)
2. Take one **Elite Test 360** pill per day (in the evening)

### THESE WERE MY RESULTS - 15 LBS OF MUSCLE IN JUST 1 MONTH:

#### WEEK 1:
After 1 week on the new routine, I was surprised by how fast and dramatic the effects were. My energy level was up and I wasn't as hungry as I usually was. This is a welcomed side effect of **Ripped Muscle X** and its power to curb appetite. I honestly felt fantastic and best of all, I didn't have to change anything about my daily routine.

On Day 7, I got on the scale (this new digital scale that measures fat and muscle composition) and couldn't believe my eyes--I had gained 3 lbs in muscle mass. But still I wasn't completely convinced. They say that in the beginning of some muscle programs, you lose a lot of water weight and gain a lot of muscle. I wanted to see if I would still gain this much muscle in the upcoming weeks. But it sure was looking up! I now weighed under 13 stones for the first time in years!

#### WEEK 2:
After 2 weeks of using both supplements I had more energy and was sleeping more soundly than ever. I wasn't waking up in the middle of the night or tossing and turning because my body was able to relax (a result of the supplements' detoxifying properties, I think). I also managed to lose another 7 lbs of fat, putting me at an unbelievable 150 lbs in just 2 weeks. I could also feel a 6-pack coming through, which my girlfriend loved. Hell yeah!

At this point I started to put more faith in these muscle products as more than just a gimmick.

#### WEEK 3:
After 3 weeks, all my doubts and skepticisms had vanished! I had gained 12.5 lbs of pure muscle and had lost 8 lbs of fat. All the fat on the sides of my stomach were completely gone. My stomach was so defined I finally had a 6-pack! These products are just amazing. I lost a ton of fat and the muscle gains are UNREAL.

I still had a lot of energy as well. Usually around the third week of other diets you tend to run out of steam. But with **Ripped Muscle X** and **Elite Test 360** my energy levels didn't dip. Instead, they remained steady throughout the day! I even noticed that my stomach was digesting food better, no bloating or embarrassing gas after I ate.

#### WEEK 4:
After the fourth week, I was completely shocked by my final results. I gained an unbelievable 16 lbs of muscle mass since starting the **Ripped Muscle X** and **Elite Test 360** routine! Everyone at Men's Health wants to try the diet now. In week 4 I lost 7 more lbs of fat on top of the 16 lbs of muscle I had gained. I was ready and confident for the fitness competition. I am definitely going to continue taking **Ripped Muscle X** because it produces consistent, amazing results and has so many other muscle building compounds which help with muscle memory and maintaining mass.
"I couldn't be any happier with the results. I gained 16 lbs of muscle in 4 weeks. No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise."

In conclusion, if you want to lose fat and gain muscle mass but are doubtful about the effects of this routine, you need to try it for yourself. From my own experiment for Men’s Health, we can tell you that the results are real. We at Men’s Health had our own doubts initially, but we were quickly turned into believers. After conducting our own studies, we are also pleased to see that people are really finding success with this diet.

You can reach your weight loss goals with the Ripped Muscle X and Elite Test 360 combo diet.

IMPORTANT: *We have tested both products together, so it is important that you use Step 1 and Step 2 in this method to achieve similar results.

EXCLUSIVE FOR OUR READERS ONLY!

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST (free trials limited)

As of Monday, November 16, 2015 Monday, December 22, 2014 there are still free trials available. Act Fast!
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STEP 1:

CLAIM A FREE BOTTLE

STEP 2:

CLAIM A FREE BOTTLE

REMEMBER TO USE BOTH PRODUCTS FOR EXTREME RESULTS

TOPICS: ATHLETES, HEALTH
EXHIBIT H
EXHIBIT I
Today's Diet Tip: Raspberry Ketone

As part of a new series: "Diet Tips with Dr. Oz" we examine consumer tips for dieting during a recession.

Note: Raspberry Ketone Extract has sold out in most stores. As Of Wednesday, November 13, 2013 It's Still Available Online.

(Yellow Oz) – Raspberry Ketone Extract is the latest buzz in the “battle of the bulge”. With millions of people praising this so called “miracle pill” that you take as a supplement to lose weight, it has been getting a lot of attention since it was recently featured on The Dr. Oz Show. Surprisingly, many people who struggle daily with their weight have yet to hear about this powerful option. Those that have heard of the Raspberry Ketone diet are confused about what it is, how to use it and how to avoid falling for ineffective formulas and downright scams.

According to Dr Lindsey (The guest host on the popular Dr Oz show) Raspberry Ketone Extract works best when you combine it with a Colon Cleanser. "The first step is it goes in and causes the body to burn glucose, or sugar, and burn fat, mainly in the liver...The second step , the most important part, is it slows the release of sugar into the blood stream. So when you don’t have sugar building up in the blood stream, you don’t have fat building up because sugar turns to fat...When the two products are combined together, you get this synergistic effect that basically burns and blocks and stops fat, but it also is natural and safe."

Well, many consumers are skeptical of this Raspberry Ketone. Even after pouring though mountains of research. While I had an educated opinion, I still had no personal proof that the Ketone option was worth the time. So, with my editors blessing, I decided to go out and put the products to the test myself. What better way to find out the truth that to conduct my own study?

To get started, I had 2 volunteers to be the guinea pigs. They applied online for a bottle of Flawless Raspberry Ketone. Flawless Raspberry Ketone is one of the most credible and trustworthy Ketone supplement suppliers on the market. As for the cleanser, I had them apply for Green Coffee Program. Both suppliers included a trial of the products and they did not try to fool me into agreeing to additional hidden offers. Another reason why I chose Flawless Raspberry Ketone is because it is the most concentrated and purest Ketone Extract on the market. This would give me the most accurate results for my test.

Paula recently put the Raspberry Ketone Diet to the test. And the results were surprising:

"I lost 30lbs in 4 weeks with No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise!"

The benefits of the Raspberry Ketone beat all of our initial skepticism. We found the diet not only helped with weight loss and getting rid of belly fat, but it seemed to boost energy levels, and also helped Paula sleep better and to wake-up more rested.

She also shares her steps on how she got Free Trials!

Step 1
First order Flawless Raspberry Ketone
Get $2.99 Shipping by Clicking Here

Step 2
Then order Green Coffee Program
Get $1.95 Shipping by Clicking Here

FREE Trial Promotions Valid Till: Tuesday, April 15, 2014

Research:

How Raspberry Ketones Burn Fat

http://dietjunky.com/droz/
Here is what Flawless Raspberry Ketone™ claimed on their website...

- In a study published in the journal Lipids in Health & Disease, subjects taking Raspberry Ketone lost an average of **12.3 pounds in 28 days** without diet or exercise.
- Flawless Raspberry Ketone contains no stimulants.
- Raspberry Ketone has been found to increase metabolism, boosting weight loss by more than 800%.
- Studies have shown a 39% reduction in cholesterol and an **average 2 inch reduction in belly fat within 28 days**.

**Putting Raspberry Ketone to the Test**

Flawless Raspberry Ketone arrived within 4 days of having placed the order online for the trial.

The bottles received held a month’s worth of pills for each participant which worked out perfect as they were to follow the supplement routine for 4 weeks time and document the progress throughout.

**The 4 Week Test: Flawless Raspberry Ketone + Green Coffee Program**

- Take one Flawless Raspberry Ketone pill per day (in the morning)
- Take one Gren Coffee pill per day (in the evening)

**The Results**

Written by: Dr. Oz’s Participants

**Week One**

After one week on the diet using Raspberry Ketone Extract I was surprised at the dramatic results. My energy level was up, and I wasn't even hungry, an apparent side effect of the Raspberry Ketone Extract which curbs the appetite.

I honestly felt fantastic.

And I didn’t even change anything about my daily routine. On day 7 I got on the scale and couldn’t believe my eyes. I had lost 9 lbs. But I still wasn’t convinced as they say you lose a lot of water at the beginning of any diet. I wanted to wait and see the results in the upcoming weeks. But it sure was looking up! I now weighed under 150 lbs for the first time in awhile!

**Week Two**

After two weeks of using Raspberry Ketone Extract, I started the week off with even more energy and was actually sleeping more soundly than before. I was no longer waking up during the night and tossing and turning because my body was actually able to relax (this is a result of getting rid of the toxins I think). Plus I still managed to lose another 7 lbs, putting me at an unbelievable 16
lbs of weight loss, in just 2 weeks.
I must admit that I’m starting to believe that this diet is more than just a gimmick.

Week Three
After 3 weeks all my doubts and skepticism had absolutely vanished! I am down, 2 full dress sizes, after losing another 6 lbs. And I still have a ton of energy. Quite often, around the third week of other diets, you tend to run out of steam. But with the Raspberry Ketone Extract, my energy levels don’t dip, but remain steady throughout the day. I no longer need that cat nap around 3pm in the afternoon! And I am even noticing that my stomach is digesting food so much better. No bloating or embarrassing gas after I eat!

Week Four
After the fourth week, my final results were shocking. I lost an unbelievable 30 lbs since starting the Raspberry Ketone Extract diet! Actually everyone at “Everyday With Paula” is kicking themselves for not having volunteered to be the guinea pig. Using the Flawless Raspberry Ketone in week 4 I lost 5 more lbs. But to be honest I really didn’t have much more than that left to lose. And I am definitely going to continue taking the Flawless Raspberry Ketone afterwards because it has so many antioxidants and vitamins that makes my skin look unbelievable.

“I couldn’t be any happier with the results.
I Lost 30 lbs in 4 Weeks, No Special Diet, No Intense Exercise”

Conclusion: Like most consumers, you might be a little doubtful about the effects of this diet, but you need to try it for yourself; the results are real. After conducting our own personal study we are pleased to see that people really are finding success with it (myself included). And you have nothing to lose. To order your trials, follow the links I have provided and know that you are getting a quality product that works; no strings attached!

Good Luck with your weight loss
- Paula

EDITOR’S NOTE: For a limited time, the Official Suppliers of Flawless Raspberry Ketone™ and Green Coffee Program™ have agreed to offer a Free Trial to our readers. Flawless Raspberry Ketone comes with a 100% guarantee to lose weight or your money back.

✔ Click Here To Receive a Bottle Of Flawless Raspberry Ketone™
YOU PAY ONLY FOR SHIPPING! Just $2.99 For A Limited Time

✔ Click Here To Receive a Bottle Of Green Coffee Program™
YOU PAY ONLY FOR SHIPPING! Just $1.95 For A Limited Time
(use coupon code: "GetSlim2013")

LAST DAY: Due to high reader demand and dwindling supplies, Free Trials Expire on: Tuesday, April 15, 2014

I’m a twenty-nine-year-old mother of three. After my first daughter, I gained 60 pounds in a year. The day after my 29th birthday, I started the Raspberry Ketone Diet and I have since lost 121 pounds and felt amazing! Thanks to Flawless Raspberry Ketone I am high school skinny again. I have myself back, my husband has his wife back, and my kids have the mom they deserve! Thank you Flawless Raspberry Ketone!!

Emily - Phoenix, AZ
Lost 137 Lbs!
Real Success Stories:

**Chrisy from Detroit, MI Lost 66lbs!**
“I have been trying to lose weight for years and this is the first program that ever worked for me. I have been using your product along with your diet and exercise program and have already lost 30 pounds! Thank You Flawless Raspberry Ketone!”

**Robin from San Diego, CA Lost 64lbs!**
“I’ve spent years trying to get a flat belly and nothing has ever worked. Now that I’ve started using Flawless Raspberry Ketone, I finally have the flat stomach I’ve always dreamed of. Thank you so much, Flawless Raspberry Ketone.”
EXHIBIT J
HOW DOES BELLALABS WRINKLE REDUCER WORK?

**Clinical Studies:** Bellalabs Facial Cream is designed and professionally tested to smooth uneven textures with moisture, combating the look of fine lines and wrinkles.

Clinical studies have shown that Bellalabs Facial Cream's ingredients help provide immediate lifting and rejuvenating effects. With just a twice daily application for 2 months you can begin experiencing smoother and younger skin for yourself. Create a routine and stick to it for the best results.

A POWERFUL REVOLUTIONARY NEW ANTI-AGING FORMULA

Introducing our new Age Reducing Ultra Nutrition Advanced Skin Repair Serum - a formula so powerful, it helps repair signs of past damage and reduce visible signs of aging. So deeply nourishing, it strengthens skin.

BEAUTIFUL SKIN AT ANY AGE!

**BELLALABS**

**JUST THREE STEPS TO YOUTHFUL SKIN**

**DISCOVER YOUR FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH!**

**TAKE MORE THAN 10 YEARS OFF YOUR SKIN IN JUST 8 WEEKS**

Critically tested and reviewed by dermatologists and nutritionists Bellalabs will help you look years younger with regular use in just 4-8 weeks!

- **Step 1:** Wash and dry your face.
- **Step 2:** Apply Bellalabs Facial Cream.
- **Step 3:** Repeat once daily for at least 2 months to see permanent results.

BELLALABS Facial Cream

**NOW AVAILABLE IN SELECT CLINICS**

**NOURISH, MOISTEN AND PAMPER YOUR SKIN**

- Clinically proven ingredient improves skin smoothness by 33% in 2 weeks
- Clinically proven ingredient diminishes the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles by 55% in 12 weeks

Our formula has our most concentrated aminopeptide complex and hydrates to lift, firm and micro-sculpt your look for younger-looking skin.
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EXHIBIT O
WARNING

Ripped Muscle X was specifically created for men who want ripped, muscular body as quickly as possible. If you are serious about results and really want a ripped, lean body then take Ripped Muscle X - USE AS DIRECTED.

100% MUSCLE BUILDING POWER

RIPPED MUSCLE

WHERE DO WE SEND YOUR BOTTLE?

First Name: 
Last Name: 
Address: 
City: 
State: 
Zip Code: 
Phone: 
Email: 

GET RIPPED NOW
GAIN STRENGTH FAST
BUILD MUSCLE EASILY
BOOST ENERGY NATURALLY
MAXIMIZE SEX DRIVE

RUSH MY TRIAL

WHY THEY CHOSE RIPPED MUSCLE X

Ripped Muscle X gives you the best "body sculpting" results that will have you looking ripped, strong and lean. Get ready to redefine the definition of your body, face and mind. Great results. Ergogenic aid as a pre-workout, fuel and effective "fat burn". Your incredible rate of energy and feeling "full" is known where Ripped Muscle X is effective. A quick start and easy-to-use formula that will give you a fat-burning and strength increase in your workout.

GET FIT WITH RIPPED MUSCLE X

Ripped Muscle X makes it easy to tighten up your body and really get the definition you've always wanted. Experience a new surge of extra muscle energy that you won't forget till in years! Get more into your workout and feel real results in record time.

WHY RIPPED MUSCLE X

It's Simple! Improve Endurance and Maximize Muscle Gain

Ripped Muscle X is the most scientifically advanced Muscle Building supplement we have ever created. If you just need a small, rapid gain in size or just to lose fat and look lean, then this is for you. But if you want proven results and a ripped, strong and sexy body, with the kind of weight lifting, performance enhancement and muscle building, then this is for you too. Ripped Muscle X is designed to help with your body and your life style.

WHAT IS RIPPED MUSCLE X?

Ripped Muscle X is an Advanced Formula Strength and Energy Booster! Ripped Muscle X is highly recommended by many elite athletes and personal trainers. This supplement is also made from natural ingredients that are thoroughly screened for purity and safety.

RIPPED MUSCLE X GETS YOU RIPPED

Ripped Muscle X was specially created just to get great results as quickly as possible. Taking Ripped Muscle X will get you SEXY, STRONG AND CUT!

Ripped Muscle X is an enhanced raw formula that raises your strength and energy while helping you perform your best. It works by augmenting the rate of your digestion and metabolism in a safe and effective way. You will feel powerful and packed up all day and your body will constantly be cut, hard and ripped.

Recent research and studies have shown that Ripped Muscle X ingredients are very beneficial, safe and effective for people of all ages, shapes and sizes.

ALSO! There is one more effect that Ripped Muscle X has that I think you can live with. When you are using Ripped Muscle X, that fact that anyone who is taking it will show off more muscle, strength and vascularity. Our user testimonials all report and also show more muscle gain and ready for action!

WHEN TAKEN DAILY

RIPPED MUSCLE X

MAY IMPROVE SEXUAL STAMINA

Exhibit O
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EXHIBIT S